The Global Sustainable Fashion Week was organized for the third time, on 11-13 April, in Budapest, Hungary.

The Transylvania Textile & Fashion Cluster was represented at the event by Éva Gászpor, Mirela Bogyó and two new designers, Ágnes Jánosi and Alpár Könczei.

This international event invokes the fashion industry's attention to the necessity of conscious design planning, manufacturing and changing consumer habits, as the fashion industry is the second most polluting industry in the world.

The first two days of the three-day event took place in the framework of exhibitions and conferences.

There were participants from Taiwan, Kenya, Indonesia, Pakistan, India, Russia, Armenia and Albania. It is important to talk regionally about the belief that every culture has its own traditions, as soon as their future perspective ideas about sustainable fashion are unique as well.

The presentation of the Cluster and the designers was popular, they made partnership with the National Fashion League, Hungary following their presentations, and the designers were encouraged to participate in competitions and other similar events.

The third day's show was a worthy final chord for the conferences, as participants could witness an event that gave opportunity for people with disabilities to present at a fashion show.